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Shadow on the Mountain recounts the adventures of a 14-year-old Norwegian boy named Espen

during World War II. After Nazi Germany invades and occupies Norway, Espen and his friends are

swept up in the Norwegian resistance movement. Espen gets his start by delivering illegal

newspapers, then graduates to the role of courier and finally becomes a spy, dodging the Gestapo

along the way. During five years under the Nazi regime, he gains&#151;and loses&#151;friends,

falls in love, and makes one small mistake that threatens to catch up with him as he sets out to

escape on skis over the mountains to Sweden. Preus incorporates archival photographs, maps, and

other images to tell this story based on the real-life adventures of Norwegian Erling Storrusten,

whom Preus interviewed in Norway.  Praise for Shadow on the Mountain STARRED REVIEWS

"Newbery Honor winner Preus infuses the story with the good-natured humor of a largely unified,

peace-loving people trying to keep their sanity in a world gone awry. Based on a true story, the

narrative is woven with lively enough daily historical detail to inspire older middle-grade readers to

want to learn more about the Resistance movement and imitate Espenâ€™s adventures."

&#151;Kirkus Reviews, starred review  "This engrossing offering sheds light on the Norwegiansâ€™

courage during World War II. Preus masterfully weds a story of friendship with the complications

faced by 14-year-old Espen and his friends as Nazi restrictions and atrocities become part of their

everyday lives...This is at once a spy thriller, a coming-of-age story, and a chronicle of escalating

bravery. Multidimensional characters fill this gripping tale that keeps readers riveted to the end."

&#151;School Library Journal, starred review  "A closely researched historical novel... relates this

wartime tale with intelligence and humor...Ms. Preus deftly uses together historical fact (Espen is

based on a real-life spy) and elements of Norwegian culture to conjure a time and place not so

terribly long ago." &#151;The Wall Street Journal  "Margi Preus, who won a Newbery honor for

Heart of a Samurai, returns with another riveting work of historical fiction... This fine novel, which

includes an authorâ€™s note, a timeline, a bibliography and even a recipe for invisible ink, is based

on extensive research... The result is an authentic coming-of-age story, perfect for readers

fascinated by the diary of Anne Frank or Lois Lowryâ€™s classic, Number the Stars."

&#151;BookPage  "The final chapters, which chronicle Espenâ€™s dramatic escape to

Sweden&#151;days and nights of mountain skiing, Nazis in hot pursuit&#151;take the book into

adventure-thriller territory without losing the humanity that characterizes Preusâ€™s account."

&#151;The Horn Book Magazine  "Preus makes crystal clear the life imperiling risks that Espen

undertakes and the danger to his family." &#151;The Bulletin of the Center for Children's Books  "As

readers understand the risks that Espen took, they will want to learn more about this period. That



Espen escaped to Sweden by traveling at night on skis with five different guides should intrigue

them.â€• &#151;Library Media Connection  Awards VOYA Top Shelf for Middle School Readers

2012 list 2013 Notable Books for a Global Society Dorothy Canfield Fisher Book Award Â 
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Shadow on the MounÃ‚Âtain by Margi Preus is a hisÃ‚ÂtorÃ‚ÂiÃ‚Âcal ficÃ‚Âtion novel which

comÃ‚ÂfortÃ‚Âably fits in the YA catÃ‚ÂeÃ‚Âgory. This is a well researched and excitÃ‚Âing

book despite its intended audience.Nazi GerÃ‚Âmany has swept through NorÃ‚Âway,

unseatÃ‚Âing the sit and govÃ‚ÂernÃ‚Âment. Espen, a 14 year old NorÃ‚ÂweÃ‚Âgian boy,

decided to join the resisÃ‚Âtance moveÃ‚Âment and starts by delivÃ‚ÂerÃ‚Âing illeÃ‚Âgal

newsÃ‚ÂpaÃ‚Âpers, gradÃ‚ÂuÃ‚Âates to courier and finally is sent to spy on the

Nazis.DurÃ‚Âing the Nazi rÃ©gime, which lasted five years, Espen grows physÃ‚ÂiÃ‚Âcally

and emoÃ‚ÂtionÃ‚Âally, falls in love and loses friends. HowÃ‚Âever, the life of a spy is in

conÃ‚Âstant danÃ‚Âger and Espen makes a misÃ‚Âtake which forces him to flee his beloved

counÃ‚Âtry in a danÃ‚ÂgerÃ‚Âous trek through the mounÃ‚Âtains to Sweden.Shadow on the

MounÃ‚Âtain by Margi Preus takes place in NorÃ‚Âway durÃ‚Âing World War II and

folÃ‚Âlows the advenÃ‚Âtures of a boy named Espen. As any good hisÃ‚ÂtorÃ‚ÂiÃ‚Âcal

ficÃ‚Âtion novel, the book comÃ‚Âbines actuÃ‚Âally hisÃ‚ÂtorÃ‚ÂiÃ‚Âcal events while

explorÃ‚Âing the emoÃ‚Âtional nature which these events caused.NorÃ‚Âway was an

imporÃ‚Âtant tarÃ‚Âget for the Nazi rÃ©gime, not because of it is strateÃ‚ÂgiÃ‚Âcally

imporÃ‚Âtance, but because of their Aryan look. Hitler clearly hoped to "marry" GerÃ‚Âmany and



NorÃ‚Âway in order to proÃ‚Âduce his vision of the ultiÃ‚Âmate masÃ‚Âter race (blond hair,

blue eyes and fair skin). HowÃ‚Âever, many NorÃ‚ÂweÃ‚Âgians were against everyÃ‚Âthing

the Nazis stood for and resisted bravely.One interÃ‚ÂestÃ‚Âing aspect of the book is that Ms.

Preus takes pains to explore those NorÃ‚ÂweÃ‚Âgians who supÃ‚Âported the Nazis.
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